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The ultimate guide to managing, building, and deploying large scale clusters with Apache Mesos

About This Book

Master the architecture of Mesos and intelligently distribute your task across clusters of machines●

Explore a wide range of tools and platforms that Mesos works with●

This real-world comprehensive and robust tutorial will help you become an expert●

Who This Book Is For

The book aims to serve DevOps engineers and system administrators who are familiar with the basics of
managing a Linux system and its tools

What You Will Learn

Understand the Mesos architecture●

Manually spin up a Mesos cluster on a distributed infrastructure●

Deploy a multi-node Mesos cluster using your favorite DevOps●

See the nuts and bolts of scheduling, service discovery, failure handling, security, monitoring, and●

debugging in an enterprise-grade, production cluster deployment
Use Mesos to deploy big data frameworks, containerized applications, or even custom build your own●

applications effortlessly

In Detail

Apache Mesos is open source cluster management software that provides efficient resource isolations and
resource sharing distributed applications or frameworks.

This book will take you on a journey to enhance your knowledge from amateur to master level, showing you
how to improve the efficiency, management, and development of Mesos clusters. The architecture is quite
complex and this book will explore the difficulties and complexities of working with Mesos.

We begin by introducing Mesos, explaining its architecture and functionality. Next, we provide a
comprehensive overview of Mesos features and advanced topics such as high availability, fault tolerance,
scaling, and efficiency. Furthermore, you will learn to set up multi-node Mesos clusters on private and public
clouds.

We will also introduce several Mesos-based scheduling and management frameworks or applications to
enable the easy deployment, discovery, load balancing, and failure handling of long-running services. Next,
you will find out how a Mesos cluster can be easily set up and monitored using the standard deployment and
configuration management tools.



This advanced guide will show you how to deploy important big data processing frameworks such as
Hadoop, Spark, and Storm on Mesos and big data storage frameworks such as Cassandra, Elasticsearch, and
Kafka.
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From reader reviews:

Florence Whitney:

This Mastering Mesos is great e-book for you because the content which is full of information for you who
always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it facts accurately
using great organize word or we can claim no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward
sentences but difficult core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Mastering Mesos in your
hand like having the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no reserve that offer
you world throughout ten or fifteen second right but this guide already do that. So , this is certainly good
reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that will?

James Senters:

This Mastering Mesos is new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information mainly because it
relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know otherwise
you who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Mastering Mesos can be the light food for you
personally because the information inside this book is easy to get through anyone. These books develop itself
in the form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that
in guide form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is no in reading a e-
book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't
miss the item! Just read this e-book style for your better life and also knowledge.

Cynthia Harvell:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may have it
in e-book approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Mastering Mesos can give you a lot of close
friends because by you looking at this one book you have matter that they don't and make a person more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than different make you to be great
people. So , why hesitate? Let's have Mastering Mesos.

Jeffry Yanez:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Mastering Mesos was colorful and of course
has pictures on the website. As we know that book Mastering Mesos has many kinds or variety. Start from
kids until teenagers. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe you are the character
on there. Therefore not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and rest.
Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading this.
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